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Abstract
In view of the low efficiency for existing user behavior analysis, designed and implemented
the user behavior analysis system based on big data platform. Firstly, acquired data from
the S1-U interface, decoded according to the interface protocol stack in decoding and
synthesized the CDR(Call Detail Records) file; based on crawler information database that
the web crawler climbed and CDR files, used DPI(Deep Packet Inspection) recognition
technology to identify the users’ business and flow; finally computed all kinds of users’
business and traffic in the Hadoop big data platform, and found users’ preference from the
statistics. The system is verified by the current network data, and it can accurately identify
the different behavior of users, and provide support for the operator's accurate marketing
business.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the mobile Internet is developing rapidly. It plays an important role in people's daily
necessities of life [1]. It can be said that the mobile Internet is changing or changed the way of people's
life. The mobile Internet has two characteristics: one is the integration of mobile communication and
the Internet, users can access the Internet at any time; the second is the large number of applications
were designed with mobile Internet, combined the mobile terminal’s mobility and portability to these
applications, it can provide personalized service for users [2].
In order to provide comprehensive and high-quality personalized service for users, it is necessary for
the operators to carry out a comprehensive and systematic study and analysis of the user's business
and traffic. Through the user behavior analysis, we can better grasp the user's needs and support the
mobile Internet service. Therefore, the user behavior analysis is not only a problem that the operators
need to solve, but also is very useful for both the content providers and the users.
Different user behavior analysis system has selected different user behavior object and analysis means.
Some systems analyze user logs and other related data, some systems analyze Web website content,
and other systems analyze traffic contents, which focus on mining users' potential needs.
At present, there are a lot of researchers at home and abroad analyze user online behavior, and have
made some achievements. Wan Fei, Zhao Xi put forward a model to analyze user behavior for Web
log data, and evaluate the user behavior analysis model by an example [3]. Neelima G, Rodda S
analyzes user behavior from a given log file, including data cleaning, user identification and session
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identification for log files [4]. Chen K, Huazheng F U, Chen C proposed a hybrid n-gram feature
based URL classification algorithm and DPI data classification method based on Doc2Vec model and
text classification algorithm to classify user interests [5]. In this paper, a large data processing method
is used to analyze the user behavior and improve the efficiency of the analysis.

2. LTE-A Network Architecture
LTE-A(Long Term Evolution-Advanced) is based on LTE (Long Term Evolution), it is at a higher
stage of technology evolution and development, which not only meets and exceeds the needs of
IMT-Advanced, but also maintains better backward compatibility with LTE network [6]. LTE-A
follows the network architecture of the LTE system, its network architecture as shown in Fig. 1 [7].
LTE-A network has a flat architecture, which ensures low latency, low cost and low complexity
requirements. It can also bring higher throughput to the system and provide better quality of service
for users.
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Fig. 1 LTE/LTE-A network architecture
The LTE-A system is composed of two parts about E-UTRAN (Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio
Access Network) and EPC (Evolved Package Core), the base station eNodeB consists of access
network and core network incluedes S-GW (Serving GateWay), MME(Mobility Management Entity),
P-GW (PDN GateWay) and many other network elements. The main interface and its functions of the
LTE-A system network are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 LTE-A network main interface and its function
Interface name

Connection network element

S1-U

eNodeB - SGW

S1-MME

eNodeB - MME

X2

eNodeB - eNodeB

S5

SGW - PGW

S8

SGW - PGW

S11

MME - SGW

SGi

PGW - External Internet

Interface function description
Building a tunnel between GW and eNodeB devices,
transmitting user data services--user plane data
For the transmission of SM (session management) and MM
(mobility management) information
Control and user plane information between base stations
Building a tunnel between GW devices, transmitting user
plane data and control plane information
When roaming, the interface between the network PGW and
the network SGW, the transmission of the control and user
plane data
Building a tunnel between MME and GW devices to
transmit control plane data
Building a tunnel to transmit user plane data

The user plane interface S1-U is located between eNodeB and S-GW, and the S1-U interface protocol
stack is shown in Fig. 2. The transmission network layer based on IP transmission, he GTP-U is above
UDP/IP to transfer the user plane’s PDU(Protocol Data Unit) between S-GW and eNodeB, including
HTTP PDU and DNS PDU, so this article analyzes the users behavior is mainly through the analysis
of the acquisition data from S1-U interface.
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Fig. 2 S1-U interface protocol stack

3. Design and Implementation of User Behavior Analysis System
In order to better solve the user needs and expand business of the operators, this paper designed and
built a user behavior analysis system based on the Hadoop big data platform [8,9]. The user behavior
analysis system consists of three functional modules, such as acquisition and decoding, business
identification and statistical application. The system architecture is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 System framework for user behavior analysis
3.1 Acquisition and Decoding
The data source of user behavior analysis is the S1-U interface data. It is acquired in real time by
collecting card, then decode data by protocol stack, and finally synthesize CDR file for DPI module to
identify business. The acquisition and decoding module is mainly divided into two parts: protocol
stack decoding and CDR synthesis.
3.1.1 Protocol Stack Decoding
The decoding of the protocol stack mainly completes the decoding function of S1-U interface data,
and its specific process is shown in Fig. 4. The protocol stack decoding is from the bottom to the
upper. As for S1-U interface data,Decode IP, UDP, and GTP-U in turn. First determine whether the
data is empty, if it is not empty, then recognize the protocol, using the corresponding protocol decode
function to decode the data. After that, judge whether it has the upper data. If it has upper data,
continue decoding until there is no data to decode. Finally, using the FillTreeBuf function to construct
a tree structure, filling the decoding result.
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Fig. 4 Protocol stack decoding process
3.1.2 Synthesize CDR
The synthesis of CDR mainly synthesizes the decoding results of data, and records the
correspondence between CDR and the original message in memory. The CDR data includes three
types about the CDR of public data, the CDR of HTTP data, and the CDR of DNS data, the CDR of
public data is defined as follows:
class CServiceBaseCDR : public CBaseCdr
{
public:
int64 uTcpConnID;
ip_protocol bearPro;
pro_type cdrPro;
char chIMEI[16];
uint8 uCdrType;
uint32 uPTMSI;
uint32 uMTMSI;
char chMSISDN[24];
int32 nLac;
......
};
The synthesis of CDR is first extracting the key information--Key from the decoding result message;
judging whether the Key’s corresponding of CDR record exists, if it exists, get the corresponding
CDR of the Key from hash table, and update the attribute information of CDR; if it dose not exists,
establishing the hash index and the new CDR record, and set the attribute information of CDR. Then,
determine whether the current message is the CDR ending message. If not, the subsequent message
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will improve the CDR content; if so, remove Key and output the complete CDR as CSV file for
business identification module using.
3.2 Business Identification
Business identification module is mainly to identify data that users access to the Internet, including
business types, such as video, shopping, reading and other specific contents. This module includes
two parts: crawler information base and DPI recognition.
3.2.1 Crawler Information Base
In the crawler information base, there is some information that can be crawled by the web crawler,
mainly includes the key information of the websites, such as the video name, the starring and other
information. The specific process of crawling information by a web crawler is shown in Fig. 5.
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read the total
entrance URL
parsing the
corresponding HTML
whether to
parse the page content
no
successfully
yes
data warehousing
whether it has the
next URL
yes

no

read the next URL
end

Fig. 5 Work flow of web crawler
To crawl information of the Youku video site as an example, first read the general entrance URL
"http://list.youku.com/category/show/c_97.html", using the Jsoup to parse HTML content; judging
whether the page is resolved or not, if successful, store the parsed contents in the database; then check
whether there is next URL from the URL list, if there is, read the next URL, and analyze them,
followed by the cycle until there is no presence of a URL, ending to crawl the information .
The key code for crawling information from a web crawler is as follows:
private void getDetail(String url)
{
Elements elements = null;
try
{
Document document = Jsoup.connect(url).get();
if (document != null)
{elements = document.getElementsByClass("p-base");}
}
if (elements.size() == 0)
{detail = number + "##" + id + "##" + jiShu + "##" + name + "##" + newTime + "##" + bigType +
"##" + timeToMarket + "##" + actor + "##" + local + "##" + type;
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writeToOracle(new VideoDetailInformation(detail));
new StringToFile(detail, "youku");}
else
{......
}
}
3.2.2 DPI Recognition
The DPI identification process is shown in Fig. 6. First of all, loading the crawler information
database, and read the CDR file.Secondly, according to the IP five tuple information, the source
address of IP, the source port, the destination address of IP, the destination port and the protocol type
to find out the business types. finally followed by Host, URL crawler information database, and other
features to identify business, if it succeed, fill in the recognition statistics table, if it fail, end the
recognition.
start
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Lookup business
types with IP
three / five tuple
yes

whether
to find business
types
no
matching
crawler information fail
base
Host feature
fail
recognition
ok
fail
URL feature
recognition
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other feature
recognition
ok
ok
fill in recognition
fail
statistics table
end

Fig. 6 DPI recognition process
The key code for DPI recognition implementation is as follows:
int32 CDPIDataFormat::Csv2DPI(const char *chCsv, int32 nCsvLen, CDpiFirst &firstDpi )
{
CParseCsvLine CsvLine((char *)chCsv, "$,#", 3, true);
CsvLine.GetSingleSection(53, firstDpi.chHost, sizeof(firstDpi.chHost));
if (firstDpi.chHost[0] == 0)
……
CsvLine.GetSingleSection(54, firstDpi.chUrl, sizeof(firstDpi.chUrl));
……
CsvLine.GetSingleSection(68, firstDpi.chPostInfo, sizeof(firstDpi.chPostInfo));
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……
}
3.3 Statistical Application
The statistical application module includes two parts: statistical analysis and application display.
Statistical analysis is complete functions such as the import, statistics, analysis of business
recognition results data on the Hadoop platform. This part of the function is implemented by the hive
component, using HQL (Hibernate Query Language) language [10]. The framework design is shown
in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 Statistical analysis process
First, import the recognition statistics into hive and preprocess the data, then analyze the data based on
different levels of time granularity through mahout/spark components, and form user behavior
thematic analysis data. Application display is show the statistical analysis of the results, including the
user specific business, the traffic generated by the business and so on.
The part of the code to create the table in hive is as follows:
create external table videoinfo(
ID_NO string,
IMSI_NO string,
websiteNum string,
updateTime string,
id string,
name string,
typeOne string,
typeTwo string,
protagonist string,
......
)
row format delimited
fields terminated by ','
stored as textfile;

4. Verification Results of User Behavior Analysis System
The test verification of the user behavior analysis system is mainly divided into the verification of the
crawler information base, the business identification and the statistical application. The information
of crawler information base stored in the Oracle database. Take video as an example, the information
stored in the database include the video site number(websiteNum), video identification(id), video
name(name), the current time of output video information(updateTime), video
classification(typeOne), specific video types(typeTwo) and others. Fig. 8 is the result of partial
crawling video.
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Fig. 8 Crawler information base- video information
From the first data in Fig. 8, we can see that the number of crawling video sites is “6”, the video name
is “history of the destruction of romance”, the type is “movie”, the specific types are “inland, action,
suspense” and other information. This can prove the comprehensiveness of the information stored in
the crawler information base.
DPI recognition is putting out the recognized results that stored as CSV file, this file mainly includes
information such as HOST, URL, website name, DPI Key, specific business content and so on. Fig. 9
is the output result of partial DPI recognition.

Fig. 9 DPI recognition results
As you can see from the first data in Fig. 9, the identified video ID is "z40efbfbd6208efbfbd75", and
the video is called "bomb dismantling expert". Look up source code of Youku video web page, you
can find the ID is "z40efbfbd6208efbfbd75", the video is the "bomb dismantling expert", it can be
proved that DPI recognition can accurately identify the user behavior, and can meet the requirements
of the system, and the recognition of the mainstream application accuracy is above 80%.
Statistical analysis is based on Hadoop big data platform for user traffic data analysis, including traffic
and other specific information, and then classify users. Some users business statistical analysis results
are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 Statistical analysis results
The user label is calculated for the number of visits, the use of flow and the use of time, which uses the
weighted average algorithm. And then descending order of users, the first 30% users are labelled as
strong preference users, 30% to 70% users are labelled as the general preference users, After 70%, the
users are labeled as weak preference users.70% labels for weak user preferences.
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5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, achieving the mobile Internet user behavior analysis system based on protocol decoding,
DPI recognition, hive and spark components of Hadoop big data platform. It can accurately identify
the user behavior, including the analysis of users specific business , users flow and users preference,
which may help operators achieve precision marketing. Further, we can use data mining algorithm,
such as clustering algorithm, neural network to do deep mining of business identification data, and
conduct multi-dimensional analysis of user behavior.
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